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AssrRacr

The flcw ol a viscous electrically conducting incompressible fluid
between two parailel discs, one rotating steadily and the other torsionaily
oscillating about a steady mean, in-the presence of an axial magnetic

field has been studied. The frequency of the oscillation and the R.eynolds

nun:ber {R) have been assumed to be small. The interaction of the

flow fie1d and the magnetic field in the cross-radial direction is of the

order 'R' while the other components are of the order R2. The

fluctuating part of the radial and axial components of the induced
magnetic field is in phase with the oscillation of the disc while the
transverse one is har-ing a phase lead. The shearing stress on the
torsionally oscillating disc has a phase lag over the oscillation of the
disc which decr:ases with the increase of the magnetic field while the
shearing stress on the steadily rotating disc has a phase lead which
increases with the increase of the magnetic field.

1. Introduction

The flow between two rotating parallel discs is of general interest.

The magnetohydrodynamic flow between steadily rotating discs in the

presence of a transverse magnetic field has been studied by Datta (1968).

In second order fluids the problem of the flow between two discs one

rotating uniformly and the other performing oscillation about a steady

mean has been studied by Srivastava (1966). The present study is an

extension of the same problem for the magnetohydrodynamic situation
when an axial magnetic field is acting and the fluid is viscous, incom-
pressible and etrectrically conducting. The problem has been solved
.rhen the frequency of the rotatory oscillation is small and velocity
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field and the magnetic field can be expanded in powers of the Reynolds

number. The flow f,eld and the magnetic field consists of a steady

part and an unsteady one. The steady part has been solved by Datta

lrees;. In this paper the effect of the magnetic field on the unsteady

part of the flow and the unsteady part of the induced magnetic field

has been studied.

2. Formulation of the Prttblenr

consider the magnetohydrodynamic florv betrveen two discs z--o and

z:d rotatitg with angular velocities S2 ( 1+e cosn/ ) and Q' respec-

tively about the common axis r:0 in a viscous incompressible electri-

cally conducring flui<l under a uniform axial magnetic fleld fI, applied

to the disc z:0. On assuming the discs to be perfeot electrical

insulators and there is no surface distribution of charge on the discs

the boundary conditions can be written as

u:0,v:r9(1ae cos nt),w:0, Hr:Hu:0, Hr:Ho at z:0,

u:.0, v:r{2' w:0, Hr-HU:O at z:d, "' (1)

where (u,v, w) are the velocity components and (IIr, Hg, H,) are the

magnetic field components in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 9, z).

The equations of motion are :

*,*,?, * *3i -"; : t# *,[o' 
" - i,]* fl"(Y -' tr: )

H0.- , i,@Ho) ... (2)

afi*,9;,n* 3:-r::-l*i u[v,, - i"]*il',,#u*

? 3,r,,ur] ... t:r

'# * ruoi rtvow : -'r "i:, r' * -t;[? ]roa ul - rrl'* * . ro,

lA Aw

, Arlur)*' ar:u,
! 9tnr- )+*:a.ror , r oz

a\'*uV +wY-rura!- - H,:!.:,,[V ,nr- {],Cf dr dz (tr rtz I r" J

...(5)

...(6)

'.. (7)
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* *,* n *'-*- ru,ff - r, :: *'# - T :,,1v' nu -*ldt dr oz or oz r r . 
...,r,

where azimuthal variations have been neglected,

ve:lldlt" is the magnetic diffusivity, o, Pu, P, D are respectively the

electrical conductivity, the.magnetic permeability, density and kinematic

coefficient of viscositY and

_.,_a2,la,41v - 0r2' rdr,dzz.

The velocity components, the magnetic field components and the

pressure p can be written in the form

u:rQF(4, c), v:rQ,G(rt,c),

w:dgH(rt, r), Hr:)HoL1a, ,),

Ho-, HsM(11,c), Hz-HnN(r1 ),
fr2 I

p:Pvol*p, (n, r)*'d, prG,r)1,

,1:-, T:nt,
u

Substituting (9) in the equations (2)-(8), we have

nlrlf+r"-G'+HF'l:_ZPp+F"+4(Nu*2M'), ... 0ol

RWaag+2FG+IrG1-G" +{(21'M+NM'), ... (11)

Nraa( + Ir H1: P r' * H" -'filr r' * n(LL''l' M M')1,

2F4H',:0,

2L4N',:0,

PN.*+nt' -NF'f:1",
OT

frRlad4aPM'-NG'f:M",
OT

where R-Qdz lv is the Reynolds number, p-op"tt is the magnetic

Prandtl number, <:p"Hoz f pvQ is the magnetic pressure number,
@:nlQ is the reduced frequency of the oscillation and a prime denotes

...(e)

...(r2)

...(13)

...(14)

...(1s)
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differentiation with respect to a. Equating coefifrcient of rs in equation

(12) and integrating it once with respect to 4 we have

2Pr:-4(L'+Mz)+],
where i is the value of 2P, on the disc :0'
Substituting P, from (16) in (10) we have

n{rA!+F, -6z:,HF'}:F" *a(Lz -Mz +NL')-)',
0:

We now set

(16)

(17)

FQ1, r): F,(r1 + eei' F r(n),

H(4, r): H,(n) + €eir H Lh),

M{r1, )-M,(r)ae eir Mr(n),

f,--)r4eeir 7 r.

G (t1, r): Q,(rt) a eG r( ri en'i'

L(n, c):L,(4) + e L r(r)ei',

N(a, z) 
-- [,(a) + eN r(a)eir,

substituting (18) into equations (ll) (13) (15) and (17) and equating

separately terms independent of e and terms with e and neglecting

terms containini es we can arrange the equations into two sets as

...(18)

... (le)

... (20)

...(21)

... (22)

"..(23)
(24)

(25')

(26)
(27)

t28)
(2e)
(30)

at q:Q. (31)

&t q:1,

at r1:0, (32)

at q:t.

R(F,' - Gu' * H,Fi):f ," + <(L,2 - M,' +N,L,')- ),,

i?(F,G, + 11,G"'): G," + "( 
(2L, M, + N,M,' \,

2Fr*H,':0,
pR(H,L,',-N,F,',):L,",

0 R(H,M,', * N.G,',): l,f ,"
27,].N"=0,
Rli<oFr+2F,F.-ZG,G r+ H, Ft'+H 1F!):Pr"

+ 4l2L,L t-zM'M L+ N'f, 1' - N &!1- )' t

R[iroG, +zF,G r+zF rG, + H,G 1' * H 1G !l: G r"

+ 4l2L t M,+zL,M | + N, M r' * N 1 IvI 

"l'2F,*Hl:0,
pRlfutI-r+ H,L|'+ H:L" -N 1Fr',-NsFl'):["",
BRlia M r+ H"M L' + H 1M,' - N 1G,' - N rG' 17: M r"'
2Lr+Nr',:0.
The boundary conditions (1) can be written as

F":0, Gr:1, flr:0, L,:Mr:O, N':1,

F,:0, G,:Q': t-y (say ), I/,:0, L,:fu[u-Q,
SI

Ft:$, Gr:1, .F/r:0, Lr:Mr:$, Nr-0,
Fr:0, Gr:0, Hr :0, L1: llf ,-Q,

--#
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3. Solution

The solution of the equations (19)-(24) under the boundary
conditions (31) is the same as obtained by Datta (1968) for the steady
rotations of the discs with angular velocities Q and Q' respectively.
The functions F,, Gr, Hr, 1r, Lr, M,, N,, expanded in powers of R
(Fr:ZR'"Frn, Gr:)R"Gsn €tc,) are given by

F, : R " {rl(l - rl' l{2(n - 3n' * 4rl' ) * y (r) - q' )(rt + t)' - 4/ 5)}l

+ n, [ffit i s 0y + 6 + y)Qi - r,) - 
^ 

p{#Q1 - 5r1 1 * 6116

-2ryu)-ff|{ZOn, -25,tn t6a6 *2q6 -3a)

+ ffit+ZOtf 
* 69 3r1 6* 280a 6 * 1 Ory 

? .- 1 0z))l + 0(R s ).

G,:r-y,r**fflr*tr, *2n,)+ n fffitn- tOr, *r5,tn -6,tu).

+ rfotlor, -15n, +an, -il+v;(nn -2n, *3no -2nu)

+ ffit+,i + s,rn - ry 
o)l * 0(R,),

u,:Rf{6nrt5(2,t" -,1, -rtn\*y(2q, -3n, +tu )}l

* o,[#(\-r, *,tu -+r,)-ffitsqn -5,t0*,iu * 4n, -Bn,)

+ffip+r* -zgt,16 *40117 *Ln" -g-,f)

-ffitr srr' * 6 *v)(3tt2- 2q s). t * 0(R3),

(33 )

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(3 8)

r,:R( r -? +#) + tliflirrso/ + 6 +y) + o(R,),

r, - - 0!!11(n, - z,t, + n \ * fi@,t, - 6q"+ 24 6 )l + 0(R I ),

* ": 
*'t4nt- t2y(,t -,1\1 * n ffh,( I -,i), I * 0(R, )

w,-1+{!48[2(10- t5q*6trz)-y(8-9q*2ns)+0(Rs), ... (39)" 360',"
Expanding F1, G1, H1, 7t, Lr, Mr, N, in powers of R(Fr:XR"Frr,
Gr:8RG1n etc. ) as done for the functionS F", G*, Hr, L* M,, N, and

substituting in (25)-(30) and equating like powers of R in them we
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get sets of equations for the functions (Fro, Gro, H1s, Lto, M16, N1s' )'

(Frr, Grr, Hrr,Lrt, Mtt, Nrr, ), lFrr, H,r, G,,' L''" M"' N"' )

etc. These equations involve Frrr, Gsn, Lsn2 Msnt Nr* which have been

found earlier. The expression for Fr, Gr, Hr.r 7r, Lr, Mr, N, are

given by

jFr (a) - R[[( 3 t12 * 2,1s- r) + 
3t(s4 

n * 4,1 *9 n\t + n' 
[ffit 

r 5 41 - 12116

*10r. -l8qr*58a1-;lql (2,f *8nt -l9,tn *4r1s *'$r'-Srl

- ffitarr* 10a s - t5no - il + ffi$no * 104 a - 18a o + qn' - i n) -!#
(Srtn -6\'*2,tu -In' +fa)*0('R3), ...(40)

G,(,) :,* R[f(4' - r) +{{z r'+ q - 3,r' )] + 
^' [ 

- *oJ'r - 1 0q' * 3 I o 
)

+iff6n"* l0,i' - l5r1a-,r)- r*o(15'10 -6a5 -10as * a)

+ {-u{ZZ+r1 
3 * 42,1 a- 

1 68 a 
5 - ll2t16 + 320 tt1 * 1 3 5a I a t7't) + L

(-28041 *336rt6+14046 --400a? -75,t'+2l}tts -59'l)l +0(R')' "' (41)

r/r(a) :R[ - t(2,t' - nn- r' ) 
* 

fr(r 
o * Zaz - 3q\] * o' 

[ -' (6'f - 4qo

*5,tn -12,1" *5n2)-a# j+roa? * 140a{ -266,16 *218as *l52r1e)

+ 
ff-oOn"* 

5r7 
a - 6,1 6 * r\ ^{io. i(r6n' * 28rf * 42116 * 4 n' * 6n')

*ff{ .'t04,f - l4,tu t' 4t17 * 6113+zr')] + 0(R8),

.r, :R(r -T) * o, ( - ffi *}ffiu,,, *ffi+ fi<pr 
r) + O(RB),

... (42)

...(43)

... (44)L /iq) : B Rz l$(2q" - n 
n - n\ + {ttn' * 2n' - 3,r t )l * 0(R E ),

ru,1,11-\(,t - ,1\ * n'lo"$tzn' -,tn - ,1) * L'r9otn' -zn' + n\

+fih- -rt' -2,1u *2ri)l+o (Rs), ..' (45)

N.(a):R'[- -r{at:or' - 12116 - zon\ - #$,16
*24n' -27n"'11+0(Rs), ... (46)

r .'-r, " r- - ""'.
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The reduced frequency <o has been assumed to be small in deriving
these expressions. When rrr is large the solution will be of entirely
different nature.

4. Discussion of Results

The equations (44)-146) give the unsteady parts of components of
the induced magnetic field and shows that upto the terms of 0(R')
the radial and axial components are in phase with the oscillation of
the disc while the transverse component has a phase lead by an angle

, ^^-' R' {fr' a(q -2q' * rta) * la(q -2rt' l rtn)rcu W-rz=irt4;y
The transverse shearing stress on the disc ri:O is given by

f, urfr_o -pisle ,,e)+.riot c,'(o)l

:#[-, -rff .Y#+ n- ( - fi + ffi) +.,i,'

l, Ria <PR , orl 1at I iotafl
t' - o 

- *-6r tt \- tso - r80- 720

.#r-m))]*or"'r'
The transverse shearing stress on the disc z:1 is given by

' u,f, : f #lG,' (t) | e ei"'G,'( 1)l

: r?l-, -t!r* 
^ t# * *, (- h. i;-'#)

+ e e;"t {t+ R(13q +fr) * o, (ffi -, lu.ffio1

_ffi_l?y;]l*,1^,1
The fluctuating part of the shearing stress on the disc 4-0 has a

phase lag by an angle do and that on the disc 4:1 has a phase lead
by an angle 0, and are given by

o. -1^r- t 42OORa*35R2o<fr
w o 25200 +2100"(pR + R'(980toz -l4O * 435y - 59y2) '

0r:tan- 1 8400Rar-35 R'a<0
25200 - 21004fi + R2 (ll20a2 - 140 - ll9 5 - 1429 y 2 )

The value of the phase lag 00 decreasses with increase of the

mlgo:tic f,eld while o, increases with the increase of the magnetic

t
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field. This
and ar:'1.

has been
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in the table 1 on taking

Table 1

7:0
0t0q0r0o40

0
1

2
J

0'.047

0'.046
0'.044
0'.043

0'.956
0'.996
1".039

1".086

0".0476

0".0459

0'.0441
0".0428

0'.959
0".998

1'.041

1'.088

The case y-0 corresPonds

rotates with the same angular

the oscillating disc. The value

the disc z:d is at rest.

to the situation when

velocity Q as the steadY

of y:t corresponds to

the disc z:d
mean value of
the case when

Rnrrynrtqcrs
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